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ABSTRACT

Context. We present high temporal resolution observations of a Moreton wave event detected with the Hα Solar Telescopefor
Argentina (HASTA) in the Hα line 656.3nm, on December 6th, 2006.
Aims. The aim is to contribute to the discussion about the nature and triggering mechanisms of Moreton wave events.
Methods. We describe the HASTA telescope capabilities and the observational techniques. We carry out a detailed analysis to deter-
mine the flare onset, the radiant point location, the kinematics of the disturbance and the activation time of two distant filaments. We
use a 2D reconstruction of the HASTA and corresponding TRACE observations, together with conventional techniques, to analyze
the probable origin of the phenomenon.
Results. The kinematic parameters and the probable onset time of the Moreton waveevent are determined. A small-scale ejecta and
the winking of two remote filaments are analyzed to discuss their relation with theMoreton disturbance.
Conclusions. The analysis of the Moreton wave event favors the hypothesis that the phenomenon can be described as the chromo-
spheric imprint of a single fast coronal shock triggered from a single source in association with a CME ejection. Its onset time is
concurrent with a Lorentz force peak measured in the photosphere, as stated by other authors. However, the existence of multiple
shock waves that originate almost simultaneously cannot be discarded.
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1. Introduction

Moreton & Ramsey (1960) were the first to report Moreton
waves.They were observed as one or two successive wavefronts
of large scale chromospheric semi–circular propagating distur-
bances with extensions larger than 5×105 km and speeds ranging
from 500 km s−1 to 2000 km s−1.

There is a consensus that Moreton waves are not of chro-
mospheric origin. Thus, Uchida (1968; 1973) proposed the so–
called “blast–wave scenario”: the skirt of an MHD wavefront
surface (a coronal fast mode originated in an active region)-that
can eventually steepen into a shock wave- sweeps the chromo-
sphere producing the Moreton pulse observed in Hα.

Warmuth et al. (2001; 2004a; 2004b) found that Moreton
perturbations slow down as they propagate. The deceleration is
not constant, the intensity decreases and the profile broadens
with time and distance as it moves away from the origin, sug-
gesting that Moreton waves are shocks triggered by a large am-
plitude single pulse.

Chen et al. (2002; 2005a; 2005b) proposed a model where
the rise of a flux rope generates a piston–driven shock formedby
the expansion of a CME responsible of the Moreton pulse. They
also suggested that, after the CME onset, a cusp–shaped flare
occurs located below a flux rope. Hence, the two footpoints of
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the flare loop separate with a velocity of tens of kilometers per
second. Between this structure and the coronal Moreton wave,
another wavelike structure, the observed EIT wavefront is iden-
tified as a propagating plasma enhancement, formed by succes-
sive opening of the field lines covering the flux rope. The nu-
merical results give an EIT speed about one-third of the corre-
sponding coronal Moreton wave velocity. As both solar flares
and CME’s are explosive phenomena, capable to launch coro-
nal disturbances which are jointly observed in most cases, the
controversy about which of the two phenomenon is the main re-
sponsible of the Moreton wave event is still not elucidated.

With the aim of contributing to this discussion we analyze a
Moreton wave event associated with anX 6.5 flare observed with
high temporal resolution by HASTA (Hα Solar Telescopefrom
Argentina) on December 6th, 2006 in the NOAA AR10930.
Additionally data from other instruments were also used to in-
vestigate the possible origin of the event. We follow three hy-
pothetical scenarios of wave generation (Warmuth et al. 2007),
namely, the flare pressure pulse, the CME ejection and the small-
scale ejecta which will be refereed as hypothesisH1, H2 andH3
respectively.Balasubramaniam et al. (2010) extensively ana-
lyzed the same event and concluded that the lateral expan-
sion of an erupting arcade located at the west side of NOAA
AR10930was probably the main cause of this Moreton dis-
turbance (hypothesisH2).
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We analyzed the evolution of the Moreton wavefronts
and small-scale ejecta at the east side of NOAA AR10930to
investigate the accuracy of each hypothesis.Also, we mea-
sured the ignition times of the flare and the winking of two
distant filaments that seem activated by the pass of the global
Moreton wavefront, as suggested by Gilbert et al. (2008).

2. The Data

HASTA is installed in the Solar Division of the C.U. Cesco
Station (OAFA), and provides daily full Sun disk images in the
hydrogen Hα emission line at 656.27 nm. It uses a Lyot filter
with a full width at half maximum (FWHM) of 0.03 nm. A
1280×1024 square pixels CCD chip collects the incoming signal
with a spatial resolution of≈ 2 ′′ per pixel. Thetelescopecan
take images either in patrol or in high-speed mode. The camera
takes images every 15 sec. Each image is analyzed in real time in
order to detect rapid changes in the overall intensity. If nochange
is detected, the algorithm stores one image every 1.5 min (patrol
mode). On the other hand, if a fast change is detected, the camera
automatically switches to the high-speed mode. In this mode, the
telescope can take and store full-frame images up to every 3 sec
(Bagaĺa et al. 1999). The Hα full disk images are centered in
the frame. The center of the sun disk corresponds to the posi-
tion P = (640,512) in pixels and the solar radius, on December
6 (2006), is 475 pixels, giving a scale of 1465.2 km pixel−1 in the
images. Coordinates are given in pixels of the HASTA frame.

At t = 18:28 UT in the NOAA AR10930 localized
at (S 06E58), a flare X 6.5 occurred as reported by the
GOES (Geostationary Operational Environmental Satellite)
Space Environment Monitor instrument, with the maximum soft
X–ray flux measured att = 18:47 UT in the XL band. Figure 1
shows the GOES11 measured X-ray flux (1−Minute Averaged
Data) in the XL band (1–8 Å) and XS band (0.5–3 Å), pointing
an abrupt rising slope starting att = 18:29 UT and a slow de-
cay that ends aftert = 19:00 UT, exceeding the M and X flare
thresholds. The derivative obtained from numerical differentia-
tion of the curves XL and XS shows a sharp increase beginning
at t = 18:40 UT andt = 18:42 UT respectively, with a maximum
at t = 18:44 UT for both curves. The half of the rising slope of
both derivatives occurs att = 18:43 UT.

The Solar Geophysical Data (SGD) reported an Hα 3B flare
at t = 18:45 UT and the Optical Solar Patrol Network (OSPAN)
detected a global Moreton wavefront wave associated with the
flare event.

Figure 2a shows the HASTA scene of the NOAA AR10930.
The over exposure of the image is due to the onset of the flare.
We note the presence of a principal spot accompanied by an-
other one with minor importance, NOAA AR10929. NF and
SF are regions identifying a northern and a southern filament,
respectively. The corresponding photospheric magnetic distribu-
tion, given by the Michelson Doppler Imaging (MDI) on board
of the Solar and Heliospheric Observatory (SOHO), is shown in
Fig. 2b.

The Moreton wave event is shown in the sequence of Fig. 3.
The wavefront is more clearly seen in the AR’s south–west di-
rection. The images were taken with the HASTA telescope in
full disk using a cadence of 5 sec in the center of the Hα line;
i.e., the AR as well as the activation of the two filaments were
extensively observed. Note that the wavefronts become weaker
and diffuse as the disturbance moves away from the AR.

TRACE (Transition Region and Coronal Explorer Telescope,
Handy et al. 1999) observed the flare event in the 160 nm UV

Fig. 1. GOES11: Integrated X-ray flux, 1− min averaged. The shaded
area corresponds to the visibility range of the Moreton wave event.
XL:(1–8 Å), XS:(0.5–3 Å)

Fig. 2. Left: HASTA observation of NOAA AR10930, Northern (NF)
and Southern filaments (SF). Right: MDI photospheric magnetic field
distribution (white/black corresponding to+/− polarity).

band corresponding to the emission lines of CI, with a tem-
poral cadence of 2 sec and a field of view of 256× 256 ′′

(512× 512 pixels). The Extreme ultraviolet Imaging Telescope
(EIT) has no data records on this day. The SOHO/Large Angle
Spectroscopic Coronagraph (LASCO) (Brueckner et al. 1995),
began observing att = 20:12 UT in the C2 and att =
20:18 UT in the C3 detectors. A report att = 20:24 UT from
the “Preliminary 2006 SOHO LASCO Coronal Mass Ejection
List” indicates signatures of a strong halo event already past
the outer edge of the C2’s field of view, most likely associ-
ated with theX 6.5 X-ray flare occurred on NOAA AR10930
and a gusty outflow on the south–east direction. The automated
Solar Eruptive Event Detection System (SEEDS) Catalog re-
ported the detection of a CME wavefront in four frames start-
ing at t = 21:24:04 UT from a height of≈ 7 R⊙ and an es-
timated onset time oft0 = 18:13:49 UT, which can be asso-
ciated with this flare event. Some other available sources of
data for this event are the ISOON patrol telescope, the Global
Oscillation Network Group (GONG), the Hinode EIS and SOT
instruments (Balasubramaniam et al. 2010), the Polarimeter for
Inner Coronal Studies (PICS) and the Chromospheric Helium
Imaging Photometer (CHIP) at Mauna Loa Solar Observatory
(MLSO) (Gilbert et al. 2008).
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Fig. 3. HASTA evolution of the Moreton wave event. The images were
treated to enhance the wave.

3. Light curves of the flaring region

We analyzed the light curves of different zones in the active
region to determine the probable source location and the on-
set time of the Moreton wave event.

Figure 4a shows the light curve of the whole AR obtained
from HASTA (full line) and TRACE (dashed line). Note that
the steep profile of the pre–flare phase starts at the same time
(t = 18:42:05 UT) in both telescopes. TRACE reaches the
maximum att = 18:43:27 UT, five minutes before Hα (t =
18:48:19 UT). Figure 4b-d shows the light curve of each of the
three zones inside the AR shown in Fig. 5. Zone 1, centered at
P = (242,411), is the more intense part of the flare, Zone 2,
centered atP = (241,427), exhibits a temporal behavior simi-
lar to the whole AR, and Zone 3, centered atP = (260,429),
has a retarded rise time of∼ 2 min and the increase of the Hα
intensity is progressively displaced towards the north–west di-
rection. As described in Balasubramaniam et al. (2010), this dis-
placementcould be owed to the expansionof flare ribbons. To
compare all the processes we chose as starting reference time
the time where the slope in the TRACE light curve equals half
of its maximum value. This is,t = 18:42:45 UT for the whole
AR, t = 18:42:56 UT for Zone 1,t = 18:42:45 UT for Zone 2
andt = 18:44:27 UT for Zone 3.

4. Analysis of the Moreton wavefronts

The Moreton wavefronts are visible in 86 HASTA images of
the whole set, fromt = 18:44:00 UT tot = 18:51:05 UT.
Initially, between t = 18:44:00 UT andt = 18:45:40 UT,
three circular shaped small separated wavefronts were detected
moving towards the south of the NOAA AR10930. Later, at
t = 18:45:40 UT, these earliest wavefronts lose their individu-
ality and a global extended single patternis identified, coming
from apparently the same and unique origin, concordantly
with Balasubramaniam et al. (2010) who reported two sepa-
rated Moreton arcs marking the flanks of a coronal arcade at
t = 18:45 UT and a subsequent merge in an unique wavefront
after t = 18:47 UT. We analyzed the dynamic of the global
wavefront separately from that of the earliest wavefronts under
the assumption that they are morphologically different. Our
data do not distinguish the subsequent global wavefront
(five minutes retarded) mentioned by Gilbert et al. (2008).

Measurement of the 2D global wavefront positions
We performed time–distance plots obtained by visual

Fig. 4.NOAA AR10930 light curves. Upper panel: whole region; Upper
middle panel: Zone 1; Lower middle panel: Zone 2; Lower panel: Zone
3.

Fig. 5.View of the NOAA AR10930 HASTA zones.The FoV is128′′×
128′′ centered atP = (213,383).

method (see Warmuth et al. 2001; 2004a; 2004b) to mea-
sure the wavefront positions in the Hα images.We discarded
other techniques,-like measuring the intensity of the perturbed
profiles -, becausethe imagesare affected by seeing distor-
tions and they become too faint after the first images. We sepa-
rated the HASTA H-alpha data into two sets, 17 images between
t = 18:44:00 UT andt = 18:45:40 UT corresponding to the ear-
liest wavefronts, and 65 images betweent = 18:45:40 UT and
t = 18:51:05 UT, corresponding to the global wavefronts where
the disturbance spans with a bigger circular sector than in the
earliest ones (see Fig. 3). The images were enhanced using the
running difference technique.

We outlined the wavefront positions with pixel marks
drawn over the wavefront trace to determine the wavefront
positions in each HASTA image of the sets.The points were
chosen to cover the most visible parts of the Moreton wave
event, i.e., around 100◦ from the south to the west sides of
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the AR. Subsequently, we interpolated the points using the
spline technique to obtain a polygonal line representing the
wavefront.The procedure was repeated, taking five different
measurements of the same trace, and averaging the results
to minimize errors. The error in each determination was
estimated as± 2 pixels considering a 4′′ typical diurnal seeing
disturbance at Cesco Station.

Procedure 1: Determination of the radiant point (RP). A
RP is defined as the coordinate (x, y) point supposed to be the
source of the phenomenon. It is usually obtained calculating the
center of a projected circle that fits the first Moreton wavefront
observed in the images.We fitted circles over the Moreton
wavefronts of the full set of HASTA images in order to mini-
mize errors in the RP determination, and taking advantage
of the high temporal cadence of HASTA images.Thus, we
obtained the RP location using a linear fit from the centers of
the circles as a function of time, as follows:

Determination of a global RP
The global RP is determined by means of thei centers ofCi cir-
cles. EachCi is the circle that fits all the points of theith polyg-
onal line representing the wavefronts measured in the imageith
(Warmuth et al. 2001; 2004a; 2004b). We find theCi centers
calculating the chromospheric distanced between two solar sur-
face points,Q j andKk, determined by the relationd( j, k) = R⊙α,
where the angleα is obtained from the dot product cos(α) =
(OQ/ | OQ |) · (OK(t, j)/ | OK(t, j) |), beingO the center and
R⊙ the radius of the solar sphere. VaryingK j over all the points
of the polygonal line, andQk over an area centered at NOAA
AR10930, theCi center is determined. We use the Levenberg-
Marquardt algorithm and the least square method, to determine
the best fit of the computedd( j, k) to the spheres centered atQ j.
TheCi circles are the intersections of each fitted sphere with the
solar sphere. TheCi center is the RP of theith polygonal line.

We use the five different aforesaid measurements of each
polygonal line to diminish errors. Fig. 6 shows in solid line
the RP coordinate (x, y), and the radius of the circlesCi, as
a function of time. The dashed lines are the linear fits of the
curves in the region delimited by vertical bars, leaving out
the last discordant parts of the curves. As expected, the radius
evolves, the extrapolationradius → 0 gives information about
the onset of the event,t0 = 18:41:03.5 ± 9.3 UT, and its slope
gives the mean wavefront expanding speed, which has a value
of s0 = 868.8 ± 19.1 km s−1. The onset time and speed values
are consistent with those obtained by Balasubramaniam et
al. (2010) (t0 = 18:41:13 UT ands0 ≃ 850 km s−1). The
RP coordinate is obtained from the linear fits shown in the
upper and middle panels of Fig. 6, i.e., calculating thex, y
values at the initial time of the global wavefronts data set:
t = 18:45:40 UT. The change with time of the RP coordinate
can be attributed to the evolution of the Moreton wave in a
non–uniform medium. The location of the RP global wavefront
resulted:Q0 = (269.3 ± 4.5,422.3 ± 7.9), (N00.6E54.3). Fig. 7
shows the position ofQ0 in an HASTA image.

Determination of the earliest wavefront RPs
Figure 7 shows the earliest wavefronts, i.e., the three small
circular shaped fronts denoted asF1, F2 and F3. They appear
sequentially in time and in ascending order. Their presence
suggest either, anisotropies in the local medium or the existence
of more than one RP or propagating disturbance (Muhr et al.
2010).We determined the RP for eachFi in order to analyze
them separately.We appliedProcedure 1 to 27 HASTA images

Fig. 6.Determination of the global wavefront RP position. Upper panel:
X coordinate; Middle panel: Y coordinate; Lower panel: Radii of the
extrapolated circles. The dashed lines correspond to the linear fits.

Fig. 7. Location of the RPs:Q0 corresponds to the global wavefront;
Q1,Q2,Q3, correspond to the earliest wavefrontsF1, F2, F3 respec-
tively. The size of the crosses indicate the measured error.S E indicates
the small-scale ejecta origin.The FoV is800′′ × 600′′.

in the time range 18:43:26− 18:45:36 UT forF1, 14 HASTA
images in the time range 18:44:31− 18:45:36 UT forF2 and 8
HASTA images in the time range 18:45:01− 18:45:36 UT for
F3. As in the global RP case, we find an increasing radius with
time and a displacement of the RPs coordinates, although the
curves are more irregular. The chi-square test of the linearfits
for F1 andF2 gives poor confidence.
As for the global wavefront, we obtained the RPs coordi-
nates of each earliest wavefront. Thex, y linear fit, computed
at the first appearance time resulted in the RP locations:
Q1 = (254.7±4.8,402.8±14.2), Q2 = (307.7±4.9,385.8±11.3)
andQ3 = (287.7 ± 2.9,344.5 ± 0.7) respectively. The positions
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of the RPsQ1,Q2,Q3 are also shown in Fig. 7. Note that they
are approximately situated in the segment formed byF1, F2, F3
and the global RPQ0 respectively.

Procedure 2: Determination of chromospheric distances. We
measured the chromospheric distancesd traveled by the Moreton
wave from the RPQ0 to a pointP located over each wavefront,
along great circles passing through these two points, obtained
similarly to the previously describedProcedure 1.

Figure 8 shows in black, some of the polygonal lines rep-
resenting the Moreton wavefronts which were crossed by 41
great circles, plotted in white, covering the south–west region.
These great circles were traced betweenQ0 = (269,422) and
41 points,P j, obtained by rotating counterclockwise the arbi-
trary pointP0=(265,336), (S 09.4E61.9) on the axisOQ0, 5 de-
grees each time. The pointP0 is located 235.8◦ measured clock-
wise from the meridian passing throughQ0. The wavefront posi-
tions in each HASTA image are established as the intersections
of the polygonal lines representing the Moreton wavefront and
the great circlesj, i.e., definingK(t, j) values,j covering the 41
great circles, andt covering 65 polygonal lines. Note that the
great circle 14 passes through the SF.

Figure 9 shows (solid line) the average chromospheric dis-
tance〈d〉 of the 41 great circles, measured from the RPQ0, as
a function of time in the range 18:45:40–18:51:05 UT. The ver-
tical bars correspond to a curve dispersion of 1−sigma uncer-
tainty. The average was calculated as:〈d〉 = Σidi/41, wheredi,
i = 1 − 41 is the chromospheric distance measured along the
i great circle previously defined. Note the smooth behavior of
the initial trend and the later increase of the scatter, due to the
vanishing and broadening of the wavefronts. The curve shows
an initial quadratic trend in the interval 18:45:40–18:49:21 UT
followed by a more linear one, aftert = 18:49:21 UT. We de-
termined the boundary between these two parts by selecting,
from several curve points, those that minimize the errors inthe
quadratic fit. The time interval 18:45:41–18:49:21 UT was iden-
tified as the best fit for the quadratic curve. The dashed lines
A, B in theFig. 9 correspond to two quadratic fits of the curve
〈d〉. A is the fit for the initial quadratic interval andB is the fit
considering the full set of global wavefronts. CurveC is a linear
fit using the last part of curve〈d〉, aftert = 18:49:21 UT.

Curve D is a power-law fit on the complete set of global
wavefronts. The power-law is:

d (t) = c1 (t − ti)
δ + c2 (1)

whereδ is the power-law exponent,c1, c2 are constants, and the
initial time is ti = 18:42:00 UT. The plotted curveD has expo-
nentδ = 0.578627, constantsc1 = 15.287 andc2 = −108.609.
Figure 9 also shows the earliest wavefront chromospheric dis-
tances〈d〉 in the time lapse: 18:43:26–18:45:40 UT. For simplic-
ity, the distances were calculated from RPQ0. The RPsQ1, Q2,
Q3 are almost aligned betweenF1, F2, F3 andQ0 (see Fig. 7).
Note thefine concordance of the whole trend in Fig. 9, i.e. the
earliest wavefronts and the global one seem to be originatedsi-
multaneously (same onset time) at a common location coinci-
dent withQ0.However,F1 has a different initial evolution which
seems to deviate from the overall kinematic curve, and thereis a
minor misalignment at the beginning ofF2.

5. 2D kinematics of the Moreton wave event

We inferred the Moreton wavefront speed and acceleration
from the linear, the quadratic and the power-law curves

Fig. 8. In black the track of the polygonal lines or Moreton wavefronts;
in white the 41 great circles passing throughQ0 and equispaced five de-
grees counterclockwise starting fromP0. The FoV is≈ 1400′′ ×1400′′.

Fig. 9. Solid line: 2D averaged chromospheric distance〈d〉 from Q0

with a 1 sigma dispersion value. Earliest wavefrontsF1, F2, F3 before
t=18:45:40 UT. A : partial quadratic fit.B : Total quadratic fit.C :
Partial linear fit.D : Power–law fit.

fitted to the segments shown in Fig. 9 instead of using
the derivative technique (see Warmuth et al. 2004a; 2004b;
Temmer et al. 2009; Muhr et al. 2010; 2005b).

We estimated the acceleration for the quadratic fits as-
suming a constant value and a rectilinear motion:

x = x0 + v(t − t0) +
1
2

a(t − t0)2 (2)

For the power-law fit, the instantaneous modulus of acceleration
is obtained as

a(t) = c1 δ (δ − 1) (t − t0)(δ−2) (3)

We divided the average curve〈d〉 in two segments: an ini-
tial quadratic trend (curve A) followed by a linear one (curve
C) as indicated previously.CurvesB andD correspond to the
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Table 1. 2D Kinematic parameters and onset times obtained from
curvesA, B,C,D.

Curve t0 a0 a1 s0 s1 s2

[hh:mm:ss] [km sec−2] [km sec−1]
A 18:42:28±38 −2.4±1.1 ... 1463±350 1000 219
B 18:41:48±30 −1.2±0.6 ... 1170±350 895 510
C 18:39:36±76 0.0 ... 696±245 ... ...
D 18:42:30±01 −30.2±0.3 −1.74 2121±23 910 621

CS F 18:42:28±117 0.0 ... 907±166 ... ...

quadratic fit and the power-law fit of the full global wavefront
set, respectively. Table 1 lists the calculated kinematic param-
eters for the curvesA, B, C and D. The values listed are: the
onset time (t0), the accelerationsa0, a1 calculated at the onset
time and at the selected initial time of the global wavefront(t =
18:45:41 UT), and the instantaneous speedss0, s1 ands2 respec-
tively. The speedsi corresponds to 1) the onset time, 2) the se-
lected initial time of the global wavefront (t = 18:45:41 UT), 3)
the completion time of the global wavefront (t = 18:49:21 UT).
For the constant acceleration or the constant speed case, only
a0 or s0 (curveC) is given, respectively. The acceleration and
speed values obtained from curveA are similar to the highest
values obtained by Warmuth et al. (2004a),when analyzing a
sample of twelve Moreton events. TheB andC curve values are
comparable to the mean values found by Warmuth et al. (2004a).
The results of these authors are in agreement with the power
law fit of curve D obtained by our calculations. We obtained
larger speed and acceleration values comparing our results
with those obtained by Balasubramaniam et al. (2010) for
the same Moreton wave event.

6. 2D analysis of the winking of the Filaments

The NF and SF filaments together withQ0 display a circular
sector angle of∼ 156 ◦ (see Fig. 2a). We analyzed the winking
of the NF and SF to determine their activation times and their
possible correlation with the Moreton wavefront passage (Smith
& Harvey 1971; Okamoto et al. 2004; Eto et al. 2002; Gilbert et
al. 2008).

Moreton waves can cause the eruption of filaments in
some cases.On December 6th, 2006 the filaments exhibit a large
intensity oscillation, i.e., both disappear completely inthe Hα
images and the winking can be attributed to the motion of the
filament structure that shifts it out of the observed Hα band-
pass, (Balasubramaniam et al. 2007).As stated by Gilbert et
al. (2008), the SF shows a mixture of transverse and perpen-
dicular motion with respect to the filament spine, while the NF
evidences a less dynamic response, probably only oscillating in
the plane of the sky. We obtained the light curves of three points
over each filament (at the center and at both ends) and consid-
ered the activation time of a point to be the time when the point
blinks i.e., the time value where the rising light curve reaches
half of its maximum value (see Fig. 10).

Figure 11 shows the scene of the wavefronts evolution on
the x − y plane view centered atQ0. It gives the reader a clearer
view of the relative position of the filament points and the
Moreton wavefronts with respect to the RPs. The locations of
the earliest wavefronts and the small–scale ejecta are alsoshown.

Southern Filament: The SF is situated at (S 50 E11), with an
average distance of 562.6 pixels (820 Mm) from the AR. It is
oriented northeast–southwest, nearly parallel to the Moreton

Fig. 11. Plane viewx − y of chromospheric distances〈d〉 centered at
Q0. The dashed curves are three circles fitted to the wavefronts. NF
and SF indicates the measured points of the filaments.F1, F2, F3 indi-
cate the earliest wavefronts.S E is the small-scale ejecta initial location.
Q1,Q2,Q3 indicate the earliest wavefront RPs.

wave propagation direction and has a length of⋍ 0.2 R⊙. The
light curves positions are: 1)PL = (641,149) for the left end,
2) PC = (681,144) for the center and, 3)PR = (719,131) for
the right end (see Fig. 11). The activation times obtained are
tL = 18:55:11 UT,tC = 18:55:51 UT andtR = 18:58:11 UT,
respectively. Figure 10 (left panel) shows thePL light curve.

Northern Filament: The NF is sigmoid shaped, oriented
obliquely to the Moreton wave propagation direction. It is
situated at (N38 E61), with an average distance of 317.5 pixels
(460 Mm) from the AR. Its size is similar to the SF one. The
light curves positions are: 1)PT = (250,743) for the top end,
2) PC = (260,717) for the center and, 3)PB = (270,694) for
the bottom end (see Fig. 11). The activation times obtained are
tT = 18:51:06 UT,tC = 18:50:41 UT andtB = 18:48:56 UT,
respectively. The NF light curve exhibits an oscillatory pattern
as can be seen forPT in Fig. 10, right panel.

We computed the chromospheric distances between the
RP Q0 to the NF’s and to the SF’s previously selected points
with the aim to obtain the spatiotemporal correlation of
the filament activations with the Moreton wave passage.
Figure 12 shows the average chromospheric distance〈d〉 trav-
eled by the Moreton wavefronts jointly with the filament ac-
tivation points, all of them measured fromQ0. The solid gray
lines represent the minimum and maximum values ofd. Curves
A, B,C,D were described in Sec.5 (see Fig. 9). The three NF ac-
tivation points are coincident with the visible time range of the
Moreton wave event, but the waveis not visible at the location
of the NF. On the contrary, the SF pointsare activated between
3 − 6 min later than the last measured wavefront, despite they
are located in the zone of maximum visibility of the wave.

Figure 12 shows that the positions of the filament activation
points are all seen above the curve〈d〉 except for the NF center
point. The top and bottom NF points fall within the measured
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Fig. 10.2D Filament light curves: Activation times for SF (left) (PL = (641,149)) and NF (right) (PT = (250,743)).

Fig. 12. 2D Space and time location for all features. Linear and
quadratic fits of the coronal distance〈d〉, averaged over the great cir-
cles corresponding toP1–P40 related toQ0.

error range. The extrapolation of the linear fitC for the SF (last
part of curve〈d〉) gives the closest curve to the three activation
points, but the curve results separated from them≈ 100 Mm.
The SF falls in the region where the Moreton wavefront seems
distorted (see Fig. 11), directed towards great circle number 14.
We superimposed the curved, measured along this great circle,
indicated asGCS F . The straight line denoted asCS F is a linear
fit over the curveGCS F in the time range 18:49:21–18:51:05 UT
(linear trend of〈d〉), which yields afine coincidence with the
three SF activation points. Table 1 also lists the kinematicparam-
eters of curveCS F . We indicate additionally over the x − axis
in Fig. 12 the measured times of the features apparently re-
lated to the ignition time of the Moreton wave event,i.e.,
the GOES corresponding time to half the derivative rising slope
(t = 18:43:00 UT), the time corresponding to half the rising
slope of the Zone 1 flare light curve (t = 18:42:45 UT) and the
small-scale ejecta activation time (t = 18:42:20 UT), described
in Sec.8 of this paper.

7. The flaring region seen by TRACE

TRACE images cover the full flare event with a temporal ca-
dence of 2 sec. The 160 nm UV passband filter shows atmo-
spheric emission in the temperature range of≈ (5x103 − 105) K.
Since from these images it is not possible to distinguish wave-
front features as in the HαMoreton ones we measured other dy-

namic characteristics to analyze their relation with the Moreton
wave event.

The more relevant feature is a small-scale ejecta at the west
side of the flaring region, which appear close in time with the
ignition of the flare (Balasubramaniam et al. 2010). The small-
scale ejecta is able to produce coronal shocks (Warmuth 2007;
Pohjolainen et al. 2008; Temmer et al. 2009). Thus, we measured
the 2D evolution of this TRACE feature by usingProcedure 2,
as done with the Moreton wavefronts, i.e.,first enhancing the
images with the running difference technique,then identifying
wavefront points and calculating their positions by intersecting
great circles with polygonal lines traced over them.

The evolution of the small-scale ejecta starts att =
18:42:20 UT and lasts≃ 1 min. It has an apparent shape of a
rising magnetic loop and would indicate the eruption of a nar-
row filament as noted by Balasubramaniam et al. (2010). Fig. 13
shows with black arrows the TRACE location of the bright plas-
moid for different times, moving from north–west to south–east.
The initial position of the ejecta is (234,414); (N00.7 E63.5)
and is indicated asS E with a dark circle in Fig. 7. Fig. 14 shows
the distance traveled by the small–scale ejecta in evolution wich
is superimposed with a second degree polynomial curve fit.
We estimated a constant acceleration ofa ≃ 33.8 km s−2 by
using the equation of rectilinear motion with uniform accel-
eration We obtained the ascending speed and height from
the projected coordinate(x, y) supposing that the small–scale
ejecta travel perpendicularly to the solar surface. The an-
gle used to makecalculations is the angle between the tangent
plane to the sun surface at the pointQS E and the plane of view,
i.e., ≃ 63.4◦. This allowed us to estimate a constant accelera-
tion of ≃ 37.3 km s−2 and a final speed of∼ 2160 km s−1, at
t = 18:43:20 UT (at the end of its visibility).By assuming that
the event started its motion close to the solar surface, it isat
this time the plasmoid reaches a height of60 Mm. We mea-
sured a radius ofR ≃ 1 Mm for the plasmoid at the beginning
of its evolution.Later it expanded, reaching almostR ≃ 5 Mm
at t = 18:43:00 UT. Following Temmer et al. (2009), it can be
argued that the small–scale ejectais capable of producing shock
waves in the solar corona.

8. The RP located at the origin of the small–scale
ejecta.

We took RP as the initial position of the ejectaS E by
assuming hypothesisH3, supposing that the whole Moreton
event, -or part of it-, is originated by the small–scale ejecta
(Warmuth et al. 2007). We measured the chromospheric
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Fig. 13.Sequence showing the evolution of the small-scale ejecta in the
TRACE images (black arrows).The FoV is≈ 95′′ × 175′′.

Fig. 14.2D Displacement of the small-scale ejecta as a function of time.

Fig. 15.Solid line: 2D averaged chromospheric distance〈d〉 measured
from S E together with dispersion bars. Earliest wavefrontsF1, F2, F3

plotted t = 18:45:40 UT (indicated with a vertical line). The global
wavefronts are plotted aftert. CurvesA, B : partial and total global
quadratic fits. CurveC : linear global fit.D : Power Law global fit.
CurvesU, V : quadratic and linear fits for the earliest wavefrontF1.

distances fromS E to the Moreton wavefronts and obtained
the kinematic curve shown in Fig. 15.If we compare the
kinematic curve of Fig. 9 with that of Fig. 15, this last shows
a larger scatter of data, a misalignment of the earliest wavefront
curveF3, a better alignment of the earliest wavefrontF2, and a
differentiated kinematic curve for the earliest wavefrontF1. The
F1 curve has a positive acceleration and appears detached from
the other curves. CurvesU andV correspond to a quadratic and

a linear fit forF1. The quadratic fitU yields an acceleration of
4.2 ± 4.4 km s−2 and the linear fitV indicates a mean speed of
597± 64 km s−1.

9. Discussion

HASTA data interpretation
The December HASTA 6th, 2006 event of the AR10930, can be
described as a typical Moreton wave phenomenon despite of its
global scale.

A distinctive feature of this event is the presence of irregular
shapes identified as three earliest Moreton wavefronts. They are
recognized as three circular patterns which appear sequentially.
They were analyzed separately to identify more than one RP
or more than one propagating disturbances (Muhr et al. 2010).
We used several appropriate procedures to obtained the RP
locations. We measured the chromospheric distances traveled
by the wave from the calculated RPs to analyze the feasibility
of different triggering mechanisms.

The kinematics of the Moreton wave event
We assumed that the RP is placed atQ0 and that the wave-
front propagate spherically. A unique average kinematic curve,
within measurement errors, adjusts the whole phenomenon, i.e.,
the three earliest wavefronts and the global one. This couldindi-
cate that the perturbation consists of a single coronal propagating
wave triggered by a single ignition process.

Stating Warmuth (2004a) we used a quadratic and a power
law curve fit to obtain the kinematic parameters of the event.We
provide only fits for the global wavefront, i.e. the time range
where the disturbance is moreextended angularlyand appar-
ently unique. As the Moreton wave seems slightly decelerated
with time and distance, as noted by Warmuth (2004a), we per-
formedseveralfits for different parts of the curve, considering
an initial quadratic evolution ending in a linear trend towards the
final visible stage of the perturbation. This fitting procedure re-
sulted in curvesA andC as shown in Fig. 12. CurveA gives a
right depiction of the dynamic behavior described by〈d〉, from
the initial visibility of the disturbance to≈ 7 min later, covering
a distance of≈ 300 Mm. The perturbation starts with a constant
deceleration of≃ −2.4 ± 1.1 km sec−2, with an initial speed of
≃ 1463 km sec−1, slowing down to≃ 696 km sec−1 at the fi-
nal stage of the visible time range, where the evolution is almost
linear (curveC). The onset time (t0 = 18:42:28± 38 UT), ex-
trapolated from the quadratic curveA reaches a wellagreement
with the GOES time associated to half the derivative rising slope
(t = 18:43 UT), the time associated to half the rising slope of
the flare light curve in Zone 1 (t = 18:42:45) and the small-
scale ejecta activation time (t = 18:42:20 UT). The onset time
obtained iscoincident alsowith the peak of the photospheric
net Lorentz force obtained from the GONG magnetograph as re-
ported by Balasubramaniam et al. (2010).

Some authors (Warmuth et al. 2001, Warmuth et al. 2004b,
Veronig et al. 2006, Okamoto et al. 2004, Temmer et al. 2009)
agree that there is a coincidence between the beginning of the
flare and the origin of the Moreton perturbation, thus supporting
hypothesisH1. However, other authors (Narukage et al. 2002,
Muhr et al. 2010) suggest that Moreton waves are originated
prior to the flare ignition, which reinforces hypothesisH2. The
onset time obtained in this paper from curveA indicates that
the Moreton wave event is originated close to the flare explosive
phase (Smith & Harvey 1971). The maximum intensity of the
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flare, measured from the TRACE light curves, occurs≃ 1min
later, att = 18:43:27 UT.

As suggested by Balasubramaniam et al. (2010), there
could be a coincidence of the onset time with the CME
launch (hypothesisH2) since the photospheric changes of the
Lorentz force result from changes in the coronal magnetic
field, which correspond to the main acceleration phase of the
CME.

The power–law fit resulting in curveD (see Fig. 12) is an
accurate fit of〈d〉 for the whole evolution of the Moreton global
wavefront. The extrapolated onset time (t0 = 18:42:30± 01 UT)
is in accord with the obtained value for curveA; however,
the extrapolated acceleration at the onset time (a0 = −30.2 ±
0.3 km sec−2) and the corresponding speed (s0 = 2121±
23 km sec−1) are much larger than the others. As discussed by
Warmuth et al. (2004a) a strong initial deceleration of the wave
could be caused by the denser medium inside the AR. In the later
evolution (during the visibility of the Moreton wavefront)these
values could diminish and appear comparable to those obtained
from curvesA, B.

The fitted quadratic curveB (see Fig. 12) gives a reason-
able fit for 〈d〉 in all the evolution of the disturbance but ap-
pears to be less suitable to describe the last part of the event.
Its starting constant deceleration isa0 ≃ −1.2 ± 1.1 km sec−2,
with an initial speed ofs0 ≃ 1170 km sec−1, slowing down to
s2 ≃ 510 km sec−1 at the end of the visibility stage. The extrapo-
lated onset time (t0 = 18:41:48±30 UT), occurs≃ 40 sec before
the power–law case.

As stated in Warmuth et al. (2004a) the event could bemore
adequately characterizedwith a non–constant deceleration,
as isin the case of the fitting by parts (curvesA,C), or in the
power–law fit (curveD). This fact would constrain the nominal
onset time to bet0 ≈ 18:42:30 UT, and the initial acceleration
and speeda0, s0 would be equal or higher than those found for
curveA.

The interaction Moreton wave–filaments
We measured the activation times of NF and SF to study
the winking of them by analyzing the light curves coming
from points lying over the filaments. However, the real pro-
cess of interaction between the Moreton wavefront and the qui-
escent structure of the prominence is unknown and these values
could be inaccurate.In accord with the filament light curves,
the NF exhibits a kink-mode oscillation which can be attributed
to the oblique impact of the Moreton wavefront over the NF (see
Fig. 11). Instead, the SF is almost perpendicular to the Moreton
wavefronts and oscillates along the spine. The SF has an esti-
mated height of 0.09R⊙ and the lower NF height is<0.01R⊙
(Gilbert et al. 2008).In order to test the hypothesis of a single
propagating disturbance we are interested in determining if the
obtained kinematic curves can approximately explain the wink-
ing of both filaments.

The SF is located in line with themore intenseMoreton dis-
turbances but far away from the AR, thus it was not possible to
measure the passage of the wave in its surroundings. The NF,
located nearer to the AR, is outside the zone where the wave can
be distinguish in the Hα images. The curvesB, C, D (see Fig. 12)
areconcordantly with the NF position and activation time, con-
sidering the error band of the measurement.This would indi-
catethat the evolution of the wave continues with the same trend
in the north direction. Instead, the SF could only be alignedby
the linear fitCS F , measured along the great circle passing over
it. This fact could be attributed to changes in the physical pa-
rameters of the medium found by the shock front as it travels.

The same factwould produce a non circular shape on the lat-
est Moreton wavefront shown in Fig.s 8, 11,which suggests
that the wave evolves irregularly away from the origin, partic-
ularly in the direction of the SF. Even when the Moreton wave
event is visible in a quiet chromospheric region we know thatthe
perturbation passes through a complex magnetic region, i.e., the
AR10930 south west features.

If we consider curve A, it transforms into a straight line
after the initial quadratic trend. This later linear dynamic
trend is consistent with the location and time activation ofthe
SF, by considering curveCS F . Unfortunately, the image reso-
lution is worse in the latest images and it was not possible to
obtain detailed measurementswhich lead to a more reliable fit.
Far from the RP as in the case of the SF (d ≃ 800 Mm), the
kinematic parameters obtained measuring the wavefronts atthe
chromospheric height couldalso be inaccurate for the coronal
event due to the solar surface curvature.

The earliest wavefrontsF2 andF3, appear inwell alignment
with the mean global kinematic curve (quadratic fitA, B,D
shown in Fig. 12). If the misalignment ofF1 at the beginning
of the curve is discarded due to the large error values, it could
be assertedthat the Moreton wave event is a unique spherical
wave originated from a single RP, that activates both filaments
with the wavefront passage.

The origin of the Moreton wave event
As a first approximation, it seems that the December 6th, 2006
Moreton wave event is better explained by a blast–wave sce-
nario, in which a single source, compact and expansive, causes
a spherical coronal shock wave. A blast–wave could be initiated
by a pressure pulse, or by an impulsive 3D piston, generatinga
perturbation that steepens into a shock. Moreover, the pressure
pulse could be generated by the flare itself (flare–ignited wave
scenario,H1, Vršnak et al. 2006).

Accordingly with Temmer et al. (2009) and Pomoell et al.
(2008), a Moreton wave event can also be produced by a strong
and impulsive acceleration of a source acting as a temporarypis-
ton. Therefore, the scenario of a CME–induced piston mecha-
nism (hypothesisH2) can be related to the motion of the top of a
rising flux rope (Chen et al. 2002; 2005a; 2005b) or to the motion
of both sides of the flux rope, when the flanks expands (Muhr et
al. 2010; Veronig et al. 2008). Temmer et al. (2009) suggested
that the lateral motion of the CME flanks is the morereliable
source of a Moreton event. Instead, Narukage et al. (2008) pro-
posed that not the CME itself but the erupting filament can act
as a piston being responsible of the Moreton waves generation.
Balasubramaniam et al. (2010) argued that the December 6th,
2006 Moreton wave event is a consequence of the variation of
the Lorentz force applied to the photosphere and due to a large
change in the coronal magnetic field that had lead to the main
acceleration phase of a CME. The peakof this force, that oc-
curred att ≈ 18:42:00 UT, shows awell coincidence with the
onset times obtained in this paper (see Table 1).

Since not large acceleration values are expected for the top
of the CME ejection, a lateral acceleration≈ 4.5–5.5 km sec−2

would give account of the time and distance needed for the
Moreton shock formation. Thus,Balasubramaniam et al.
(2010)postulated that the eruption of the western arcade is re-
sponsible for the CME ejection and consequently of the Moreton
coronal shock.

The RPQ0 is located to the east of the western arcade, in
the direction of the flaring region.This position is not coinci-
dent with any of the likely sources of the disturbance. However,
this inconsistency could be attributed to inhomogeneitiesof the
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medium that distort the initial shock formation and not to a real
location of its origin, i.e. the gradient in the Alfv́en speed in
the border of the AR could retard the shock formation towards
the AR. Although there is evidence of an halo-type CME, de-
tailed observations are not available in order to analyze its rela-
tion with the Moreton wave.There is also alack of EIT obser-
vations to study related coronal transients. Therefore, the sce-
nario of a CME–induced piston mechanism, as suggested by
Balasubramaniam et al. (2010), cannot be examined in more de-
tail.

Regarding the flare pressure pulse scenario (hypothesisH1),
Balasubramaniam et al. (2010) showed that the timing of the
pressure pulse during the shock formation givesreasonsagainst
this hypothesis. Approximate calculations lead to rather extreme
values of speed and acceleration. Thus, the needed scale length
of the pressure pulse exceeds the size of a typical flare ker-
nel of ∼ 10 000 km (Vr ˇsnak & Cliver 2008).From our cal-
culations, the timing is inaccord with the values obtained by
Balasubramaniam et al. (2010). However, we find that initial
speed values larger than 1400 km sec−1 and accelerations larger
than−2.4 km sec−2 are, as discussed above, feasible and thus,
could favor the flare pressure pulse hypothesis.

Temmer et al. (2009) reproduced a Moreton wave event sim-
ulating the piston–like accelerated expanding source witha pres-
sure pulse and analyzed the effects of different source sizes and
velocities.By referring to hypothesisH3, our measurements
of the small–scale ejecta radius∼ 1 − 5 Mm and acceleration
∼ 37 km sec−2 are at least one order of magnitude smaller and
faster than those considered as the most probable by Temmer
et al. (2009). However, the strong acceleration of the small–
scale ejecta (probably produced by magnetic structuring pro-
cesses during the CME ejection) could act as a temporary piston
generating perturbations that can steepen into shocks thatpropa-
gate freely, (Warmuth et al. 2004a 2004b). Fast acceleratedsmall
3D piston–like ejectais capable of generating shock waves. As
noted in Vršnak & Cliver (2008), a piston driver of the blunt
type, not necessarily supersonic, originates a hyperbolic–shaped
shock wave at its front. Meanwhile, the distance between the
shock and the driver increases with time. The track of a shock
induced by the small–scale ejecta, could presumably exhibit an
accelerated motion when it arrives to the chromosphere, depend-
ing on the vertical acceleration, the direction of motion and the
speed reached by the ejecta. This could indicate that the kine-
matic curve with a positive acceleration corresponding to the ear-
liest wavefrontF1 shown in Fig. 15 (fitted curveU), is a shock
wave originated by the motion of the ejecta. This assumption
could be reinforced due to the location ofS E in front of the ear-
liest wavefrontsF1 shown in Fig. 11. It could be argued that the
ejectais too small to produce a chromospheric trace of the char-
acteristics ofF1. Balasubramaniam et al. (2010) suggested that
the eruption of the eastern arcade could generate the northern
part of the wave, and could be acting as a precursor for the west-
ern arcade eruption.If the case is this,probablyF1 is the imprint
of this eruption.

The proximity ofS E andQ0 suggests that if two waves were
launched simultaneously from these points they should be seen
superimposed at a certain distance from the origin.After the
temporary pistons that originate the waves finished their ac-
tions they would show similar kinematic evolutions.It should
be further noted, that themore intenseflaring region (Zone 1)
is located at the vicinity ofS E, therefore it is possible that the
flare itself originatedF1.

Assuming that the small–scale ejecta produces the earliest
wavefrontF1, is it possible that a similar mechanism in the west-

ern arcade launches the global disturbance?, i.e. a rising mag-
netic structure faster and less massive than the CME itself.The
hypothesis that the small-scale ejecta is a precursor of themain
disturbance seems not correct. The ejecta acquires a large speed
after the probable ignition of the global disturbance, as discussed
above. On the contrary, the onset time and the proximity ofS E to
Q0 suggest that the ejecta could be initiated by the main Moreton
disturbance. The first emergence of the earliest wavefrontF1
could be explained as a fast 3D piston generating a shock wave,
which is initially faster than the global disturbance. Later the
shocks would slowed down and merged, forming an apparently
unique wavefront.

As discussed above, the different scenarios proposed in the
literature (e.g. CME originated 3D piston, flare ignited pressure
pulse) could oversimplify the description.A more complex and
mixedscenariomight be required to explain each observational
case. Not only the origin and number of blast waves is under
discussion, but also the scenario itself could be multiple.From
this analysis it could be inferred that several distinct events were
launched almost simultaneously, some of which are capable of
generating shock waves in the solar corona. The ignition of them
could be related with a drastic magnetic restructuring of the
coronal medium, being the CME lift off part of this process.

10. Conclusions

We conclude that the Moreton wave event observed on
December 6th, 2006 detected with the Hα Solar Telescope from
Argentina (HASTA), is a coronal fast shock wave of a “blast”
type originated in a single source during a CME ejection. Itson-
set time is concurrent with the peak of the Lorentz force applied
to the photosphere measured by other authors for the same event.
The event shows an overlap with the flare explosive phase and
small–scale ejecta ignition. The kinematic parameters obtained,
i.e. the onset time of the event (t0 ≃ 18:42:28 UT), the initial
deceleration (a0 ≥ 2.4 km sec−2) and the initial speed (s0 ≥

1463 km sec−1), are higher than those obtained by other authors
for the same event.

Concordantly with the evolution of the shock wave, two dis-
tant filaments were activated.

The wavefronts have local irregularities which can be at-
tributed to inhomogeneities of the coronal medium that crosses
the disturbance. At the initial stages, three earliest wavefronts
which can be regarded as a result of these irregularities, appear
detached. However, the first of them could be considered having
a kinematic evolution different from the others.This will occur
if the origin is placed east–side of the RP, in the surroundingsof
the small–scale ejecta location, which could indicate a separate
origin for this earliest wavefront.
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